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Ocean Energy – a new industry. Wind Energy in China. Firm
ground in the skies. Engineering for a record hunt. Re-Inventing
Aircraft Interior Prepreg.

Dear Reader,
In 2008, Gurit successfully managed the challenge of maintaining
strong business growth while re-establishing business profitability.
The balance sheet was significantly strengthened and we reached
a net cash position by year-end, maintaining a solid equity ratio at
the same time. These achievements are pivotal in mastering the
demanding year ahead.
Gurit customers, supplying partners, our entire staff and stakeholders, all supported these achievements. Please accept our
thanks for all the support, encouragement and the successful work.
Looking at the conditions in our target markets for 2009, the
financial market issues affect our customers’ project financing and
leveraging, the sharp drop in non-renewable energy prices and the
short-term uncertainty about the general business outlook are
equally troubling news as they impact the market development
and earnings situation of all market participants.
A little over a year ago, these issues were of hardly any concern
to most decision makers. Although the coming quarters may be
painful and difficult, at Gurit, we believe that the mid- and long-term
fundamentals of our target markets are intact. There is no viable
alternative to renewable energy generation in order to overcome
dependency on finite fossil energy. Besides composites, there is no
sensible light-weight and high performance materials alternative for
transportation and marine applications. We therefore look ahead
with optimism knowing that we’re well-positioned to tackle shortterm challenges that arise in the difficult market environment.
At Gurit, we have put this year under the motto «Performance,
Innovation and Passion». Operational performance progress will
lead to even higher competitiveness in all we do and will provide
our customers with best value for money. Innovation is key to turn
new ideas into products. Passion we need to maintain our enthusiasm in all we do, despite tough times.
This edition of SHAPE will show you how our motto forms part
of Gurit’s identity. You’ll discover how our materials and our engineering solutions help customers achieve optimized performance
in a broad array of activities. And you’ll learn a new what novel
materials Gurit has in store to tackle next-generation applications,
in aerospace for example. But most importantly, you’ll find out
about our passion for what we do and what we can do together.
Come see us at JEC, our industry’s most important trade show
in Paris in late March, or at any of the other exhibitions throughout
the year. We look forward to pass on to you our spirit of Performance, Innovation and Passion.
Sincerely,
Rudolf Hadorn, CEO
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Transportation

Marine

Corporate News
Gurit supports greener transport
Gurit not only manufactures smart materials that help generate renewable energy or reduce weight to make transportation more ecological. We also strive to act as environmentally minded as possible
in operations and services. To help reduce its carbon footprint, Gurit
(UK) has implemented a number of transport related schemes. Car
sharing is encouraged for people who have similar routes to work as
is the use of bicycles. The number of parking spaces at Gurit (UK) is
limited and will remain so. So with more people willing to share a ride
– and of course divide fuel costs between them – everyone has a better chance to find a parking space.

Gurit Annual Management Meeting

As part of the commitment to greener and alternative transport,
Gurit operates two minibuses for employees who live on the main-

The Board of Directors, the Executive Team and some 50 line and

land. The buses run between the ferry terminal at Cowes and Gurit

functional managers of Gurit met in late January for two days in

(UK) in Newport. This non-stop bus service is typically full to almost

Engelberg, Switzerland, to assess and discuss the major achieve-

the last seat as its schedule matches the ferry timetable.

ments of 2008 and the challenges of 2009. With a double-digit sales
growth in its target markets and an EBIT margin exceeding Gurit’s
targeted 4%, the financial results prove that Gurit is successfully rebuilding a sustainable base for profitable growth. The targets for
2009, however, are demanding, especially given the global economic
uncertainties. «Having had a chance to get a first-hand update also
on the business activities that do not form part of my daily work, I am
encouraged and proud to work for Gurit», one participant put it. «I
feel we are ready for the next steps.»
After a full day of plenary presentations and discussions, the participants were invited on an early evening snow shoe tour – new
kinds of steps especially for those who joined from Asia or DownUnder, but with the experienced help of their Canadian and Swiss
colleagues, they learned fast. Warmed up after ploughing through

To invite more people to cycle to work, Gurit invested into an addi-

waist-deep snow, a traditional Swiss fondue dinner was served in-

tional link to the local cycle route last year. The new Gurit cycle route

side an igloo where a final shot or two of kirsch convinced almost

is part of the Isle of Wight’s cycle network and has reduced journey

each and everyone to sleigh through the icy night down to the valley.

times for many of our staff. Also during 2008 a decision was taken to
improve the environmental performance of the car fleet operated at
Gurit (UK) by updating to new Toyota Prius petrol/electric hybrid cars.
These cars are five star safety rated in the European New Car Assessment Programme, carry five people in comfort, will run at 3.5 litres per 100km and only emit 104g/km of carbon dioxide and last but
not least operate with a lower UK road tax per year.

Das Gurit-Management traf sich him Januar in den Schweizer
Alpen. Gurit (UK) investierte in eine Öko-Autoflotte. Das Gurit
Intranet ist nun aufgeschaltet.

一月，在瑞士阿尔卑斯召开了经理级会议。固瑞特
（英国）公司投资了一项绿色环保车队业务。固瑞特
企业内部互连联网正式投入使用。
04
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Being Gurit
Guritnet – Gurit’s new global
intranet now launched
On 16th January 2009, Gurit launched its new global intranet across
all Gurit sites and locations. Guritnet was developed and designed to
improve and enhance internal communication by creating one common information source that was accessible to all Gurit staff across
all sites. Connecting all locations and staff, Guritnet is an interactive
and effective communication tool; providing all staff with a wide
range of information that is relevant to them. Within the site they can
access a range of relevant material and features including:
• Global corporate and internal news
• All datasheets and brochures
• A complete image, presentation and video library

of the Magog region

• A global staff directory with contact details

The employees of Gurit Canada in Magog recently collected $10,070

• An extensive composites events calendar

for charity. This sum will be donated to Centraide (The United Way),

• Private Account Management systems for large Wind Sales

a charitable organization helping those in need. The company backed

accounts
• A technical intranet to enhance interaction and innovation within
the Gurit technical community

the employees’ contribution with its own of $5,000. Solicitors volunteered two hours each of the campaign’s five days to approach their
colleagues for donations. For a second year in a row, the 2008 team

Guritnet is constantly updated with new and relevant information on

of Gurit fund raisors were: Vicky Turcotte, Director of Human Re-

a regular basis so that employees are kept up to date with all the lat-

sources, Frank Rondeau, Union President for the Prepreg Unit, Ber-

est news and information. Feedback so far has been well received,

trand Desroberts, Karine Guénette, Claudia Gilbert, Louise Veilleux,

and we will continue to improve, enhance and develop Guritnet to

Francine Goyer and Stéphan Dancause, Union President for the Core-

continue to meet the needs of the organisation.

cell Unit. A beautiful gesture of generosity and solidarity.

Team Gurit Triumphs at the
Multi-Sport Tournament
The team from Gurit took home the honors at the sixth Industrial
Multi-Sport STA Tournament held August 17. The tournament is a
sports competition that brings together company teams from the region’s industrial sector. The new champions won the title with a dramatic 10-9 victory at the slow-pitch event. Along with the ball game,
the 18 teams locked horns in events which included ice hockey and
soccer. Part of the profits from the tournament will be donated to a
local charity organization, as well as to a local sports team.

JEC 2009
Gurit will be exhibiting at JEC 2009 from 24-26th March, Stand K44.
JEC is the largest composites trade show within the industry and is
held every year in Porte de Versailles, Paris.
The focus of the stand will be based around Wind Energy. Rotating prototypes of Infused and Prepreg Blades will create the centre
exhibit of the stand to highlight Gurit’s unique capabilities in blade
structural engineering, blade manufacturing and a leading products
portfolio for Infused and Prepreg blades. Alongside this focus, Gurit
will also showcase the 2009 product portfolio for all other market areas and launch its new market interest in Ocean Energy.

Gurit (Canada) raises $15,070
for a charitable organization
The Gurit Magazine 04_2009
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Interview with Rudolf Gerber, General Manager Wind Energy

Planning for
continued growth
Wind Energy customers are full for at least

players has created uncertainty. Yet the new

the next 12 to 18 months, sales started to

U.S. administration and its stronger focus

become more irregular.

on a sustainable long-term economy has
brought some confidence back.

You also mentioned ups?
Yes, I firmly believe that we are well posi-

International market specialists expect

tioned in the Wind Energy market. This mar-

less growth in 2009.

ket will continue to be very attractive in mid-

Achieving double-digit growth rates may be

term, the mega-trend towards renewable

too ambitious for the overall industry. At

energies will prevail. Gurit is uniquely posi-

Gurit, we understand that growth cannot

tioned with production sites in all major

exclusively come from market growth. This

world areas and a comprehensive product

is where our comprehensive product offer-

offering for blade manufacturers – regard-

ing and our novel materials kick in.

less of the production technology they use.
How exactly so?
Did you turn those long-term strong
points into actual sales?

ogy. The overall market trend points into

Yes, we did: We won important new supply

that direction as prepregs allow building big-

contracts in China. Without our own produc-

ger, better performing and lighter wind tur-

tion facility in Tianjin, this would hardly have

bine blades. This technology also offers im-

been possible. For various reasons: Firstly,

portant in-mould production time reductions

My first hundred days were an intensive

wind turbine blade manufacturers in China

not least thanks to new products like our

learning period for me, supported by a

need to source products locally as quite a

SPRINT IPT or lower exotherm prepregs.

sound economic business development de-

large local materials content is required.

Yet, infusion technology will continue to be

spite the widening global impacts of the US

Then, Gurit had rightfully invested into the

an important production process, too. We

credit crisis. I took over from Rudolf Hadorn

competencies of our Chinese colleagues. A

also want to focus more on this technology,

who had looked after the Wind Energy ac-

group of Chinese engineers had spent al-

e.g. with our structural foam products and

tivities before. The overall direction re-

most a full year at our technology centre in

specially formulated resins.

mained the same: operational improve-

the UK. Towards year-end they went back

ments to be achieved across all production

and were instrumental in winning those

What are your goals internally?

sites continued to be top priority. In the sec-

new supply contracts. We can offer produc-

We need to be recognized as the leading

ond hundred days the business started to

ers in China full local technical support.

materials specialist for wind energy applica-

get a bit bumpier.
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We are prime specialists in prepreg technol-

tions offering the most competent technoWill Gurit predominantly grow in Asia?

logical support and the most complete, in-

What made the winter months bumpier?

We continue to grow globally. Europe re-

novative product portfolio. This combination

The credit crisis began to impact our busi-

mains a key market for wind energy. Here,

should result in convincing costs per fin-

ness – whether rightfully or just psychologi-

wind farm projects are often utility-financed

ished part for our customers. So, our goals
are clear: Operational excellence to achieve

cally is actually irrelevant. We started to see

and they are often public or semi-public

ups and downs and had to make a couple of

groups. So there is generally less of a fi-

attractive selling prices, innovation to se-

rapid, important and some difficult deci-

nancing issue in Europe than e.g. in Ameri-

cure long-term product sales and very re-

sions. Although the order books of our main

ca. There, the collapse of certain financial

sponsive technical support.
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Markets: Developments

Gurit erwartet weiteres Wachstum im Bereich Wind
Energy; nicht zuletzt aufgrund des raschen Wachstums
von Windenergie in China.

固瑞特公司计划在风能行业继续发展。风能在中国
的利用呈现出快速发展的态势。

Wind Energy
growth in China

Since the People’s Republic of China issued its Renewable Energy Law wind energy
shows robust growth and the aims are set high: By 2020, China wants to install new
wind energy capacity that roughly equals half of the whole global wind energy capacity. This is a gigantic increase. International reports show that in 2007 China ranked
either third or second in terms of newly installed capacity with a global share of over
15%. The Chinese wind energy market is developing fast.

There are several trends that shape the Chi-

bines contain at least 70% of local content.

to produce as quickly as possible a growing

nese wind energy market», says William

While foreign companies dominated the Chi-

number of blades. Infusion technology was

Tian, Wind Energy Sales Manager of Gurit

nese market until 2006, the year 2007

the technologically easier and a more rapidly

(Tianjin). «There is the overall growth of the

marked the point when local Chinese wind

available solution.»

industry driven by the increasing energy de-

turbine production made up for more than

As the Chinese wind energy market ma-

mand and the special focus on Renewable

50% of the production. While western pro-

tures, the focus changes from «capacity

Energy in China. The group of important

ducers continued to grow in China, many

first» to a more long-term cost-of-ownership

market players is changing quickly. After fo-

new local Chinese manufacturers estab-

focus, where blade performance, longevity

cusing primarily on production quantity and

lished themselves. Yet the top five produc-

and reliability become more important varia-

output, the focus shifts now more towards

ers made up some 80% of the market. Im-

bles of the equation. With a tradition of sup-

blade quality, reliability and total cost of own-

portant to note, however, is that the two

plying both western and Chinese wind blade

ership. This will also have a certain impact

largest companies were already local manu-

manufacturers with prepregs, structural

on production technology.»

facturers accounting for some 45% of mar-

foams and specialist resin, Gurit offers the

Let’s look at these trends one by one:

ket share. All in all, China today has some 40

full set of production materials. «And we can

The demand for energy grows quickly in Chi-

established blade manufacturers in the wind

offer our customers full technical compos-

na and so does the need to seek alternatives

energy market.

ites processing support locally», adds Wil-

to the largely coal fired electricity production.

Gurit believes that prepreg technology

China declared in 2006/7 that it wants to

will also become more widely applied by lo-

double its share of renewable energy pro-

cal Chinese blade manufacturers. «Winning

duction from roughly 7% to 15%. This trans-

important contracts for prepreg at local man-

lates into reaching around 30,000 MW by

ufacturers in China, clearly points to that di-

the year 2020. This is almost half of the then

rection», says William Tian. «Until one or

installed global world capacity. At the same

two years ago, demand for wind blades was

time, China requested that wind energy tur-

clearly bigger than supply. So the issue was
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Markets: Ocean Energy

Gurit Materialien sind ideal zur Nutzung von
Meeresenergie.

固瑞特复合材料是理想的海洋能源应用产品。

Generating
a new industry
If we believe the trend of the last 20 years and the latest research, global energy
demand will almost double in the next 20 years. Demand may outstrip supply by as
much as 18% by 2020. Ocean Energy may well be one answer. Gurit has decided to
explore this new field.

08
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Currently over 80% of electricity is generated by burning fossil

resource and 60% of the technology developers; it is with these

fuels. While fuel prices are currently low, it will not stay that way:

developers that Gurit is forming its strategy to build a new industry.

Oil production is expected to peak in eight years and gas in thirty
years. Yet, sharp price rises are inevitable before the peaks.

The coming energy gap

Composites are key to success
There is a wide variety of different concepts for the capture of wave
or tidal energy with a handful proven at a commercial scale. How-

Coal reserves are sufficient to last until the end of this century but

ever, the secret to success in operating and maintaining these de-

the use of coal can only increase if clean technologies become com-

vices in a harsh, corrosive marine environment will lie in the choice

mercially competitive. Nuclear power is sometimes heralded as the

of construction materials. Gurit holds the key with experience in ma-

saviour to the energy gap but many experts are predicting that a

rine, sub-sea, offshore and civil engineering as well as wind energy

uranium deficit is likely to emerge in a matter of decades. With a

markets, a broad range of high performance composites materials

timescale of ten to fifteen years necessary to build a nuclear power

and world leading engineering of large structures.

station, the short-term issue becomes significant.

Fossil fuels are not enough

In previous years, Gurit has engineered and prototyped components such as small scale blades and a complete 1/8 scale turbine.
Engineering work has been done for a number of other device devel-

Renewable energy, whilst not being the overall solution for the po-

opers and via its UK distributor, Gurit materials are being sold to

tential energy shortage, can at least significantly contribute to bridge

more. Depending on the design concept, the amount of composite

the coming energy gap. Existing technologies such as wind or solar

materials in an Ocean Energy device varies considerably but can al-

energy will see continued long-term growth. However, they both de-

ways generate significant global material sales. Tom Royle, Head of

pend on the atmospheric conditions at any give time and thus are

Gurit Strategic Business Development says «Clearly the market po-

incapable of providing a consistent base load required for energy pro-

tential is too big to ignore. By targeting those developers who we

duction. In order for renewable energy to become a significant con-

believe have strong intellectual property from the earliest opportuni-

tinuous and long-term contributor a diverse portfolio of technologies

ty, we can not only create long- term, successful alliances but also

will be required.

become an enabler for device developers and build a significant, sus-

Ocean Energy as part of
the solution

tainable market for Gurit products and services».

At Gurit, we strongly believe that this will include Ocean Energy.
Gurit Strategic Business Development is a small team tasked with
researching, selecting and building long-term new businesses for
Gurit. The Newport based team has identified its first target in the
emerging Ocean Energy industry and launched a specialised technology offering at the important composites trade show JEC, in Paris in
late March.
Ocean Energy includes energy from wave motion and tidal
stream and is estimated to have a practical recoverable capacity
which is approximately five times the equivalent of the current installed wind energy capacity. Industry experts and independent government research predict a year on year growth in the use of Ocean
Energy of between 25 and 50%.

Predictable energy production
Tidal energy is completely predictable and repeatable on a six hour
cycle thus removing some of the issues associated with other ‘natural’ sources of energy. Wave energy, although not as regular or predictable, is very abundant in many regions around the world. Europe
including the British Isles holds 16% of the world’s Ocean Energy

The Gurit Magazine 04_2009
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Markets: Marine

Engineering
for a record hunt

The Maxi Trimaran Banque Populaire V (MBPV ) was set out to be the largest and
fastest offshore sailing trimaran on the water. Offering world-leading structural engineering consultancy and over 20 years of experience alongside the world’s leading
designers, Gurit’s marine business SP was part of the design and construction team
building a boat destined to challenge and beat all existing sailing records.
The French based world leading multihull naval architects VPLP ap-

extensive experience in offshore multihulls and have been instru-

proached Gurit’s marine specialist SP for a truly ambitious project:

mental in bringing these boats to the highest level of performance.

The Maxi Trimaran Banque Populaire V (MBPV) project was to be the

HDS and VPLP have designed offshore multihulls together for the

largest and fastest offshore sailing trimaran on the water. The aim of

past 15 years. Their experience in terms of load cases for this type of

MBPV is to challenge and beat all existing offshore sailing records,

structure is unique in the marine industry. Sharing this experience

with the Jules Verne record being the pinnacle: racing around the

with SP created a positive team environment for all involved. The

world in less than 50 days at an average of around 20 knots and top

main objective of this unusual approach was to ensure that the engi-

speeds in excess of 45 knots. Due to its enormous size – MBPV is

neers were constantly challenged in a positive way. In order to

40 meters long, 23 meters wide, more than 800 square meters of

achieve the best solution, every stage of the project was given an

developed area and 24 tons displacement – the architects put to-

owner while the other design office acted as consultants. The col-

gether an unprecedented design team.

laboration between the two companies was a proven success during

Unlike most other marine projects, MBPV was under the scrutiny
of two structural engineering offices: HDS and Gurit’s SP. HDS have
10
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the project and beneficial for both.

Der Trimaran MBPV will die bestehenden
off-shore Segel-Rekorde brechen.
MBPV 游艇正在挑战现有的近海航行纪录。

Engineering as the build progresses
Another key element of the project was that two boat yards shared
the build of the boat: With CDK Technologies based in Port la Forêt
and JMV based in Cherbourg building sections of the boat, the build
time was significantly reduced to a mere 18 months. Yet, this setup
did increase the pressure on the design team for delivering construction drawings and laminate specifications to two builders. It is important to understand that race boat projects are usually engineered as
the build progresses. Although there is always the need for these

Finite Element Analysis process
• Create the geometry using 3D modeling capability –
usually supplied by the designer
• Create a mesh supported by the geometry modeled by
shell elements of about 150mm by 150mm in size for this
project
• Assign the laminate properties for the whole structure (in
excess of 1400 different laminates for this project)
• Create the individual loads such as rig loads and pressures
applied on the hulls

boats to be built within a given budget, there was no restriction to the

• Create the load cases (combinations of individual loads)

choice of material technology available to the engineers. This led SP

– 9 different cases for this project. The main load cases

and HDS to specify several fiber grades ranging from high strength

under scrutiny for this project were modeling the leeward

carbon, to intermediate modulus carbon and high modulus carbon,

float travelling though a wave with different sail

depending on the areas of interest. Also both honeycomb cores and
structural foam Corecell were used to optimize the structure weight
and strength-wise.

Solving an equation with countless
variables
Engineering is often about compromising. Obviously structures need

combinations
• Post process the results – with regard to stiffness,
strength, and buckling
• Eventually modify the structure to implement laminate
modifications and verify that all strength and stiffness
criteria are met.

has its drawbacks, as often stiffness is at the expense of weight, re-

Main Loadings applied to
the Main Hull

sistance to dynamic loadings and comfort. Comfort is a rather dull

• The sea pressure loads as the boat is exposed in a big sea

to be sufficiently strong and stiff. A structure that is too stiff, however,

concept when applied to a race boat, but when the intention is to race
for approximately 50 days in any sea state or wind strength, the structure needs to be tolerant. Again all a matter of compromise!

FEA as a design tool

way or as the boat is piercing through waves
• The large torsion loads applied between the forward and
aft cross beam when the leeward float nose dives
• The high local loads generated in way of the cross beam
connections

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was widely used throughout the project.

• The local point loads such as the rig attachment points or

Although this is a very powerful tool, it never replaces either engineer-

sail trimming dedicated fittings – some of them see 		

ing judgment, nor build practicalities. FEA provides the engineers with

working loads in excess of 30 tons

accurate behavior data of the structure. When post-processing the

• The global bending loads. There is a requirement for the

results, the engineers ensure that the structure behaves as expected

main hull to be stiff enough longitudinally in order to allow

under load. And check the strength of every ply.

the crew to get the most performance out of the rig i.e.

Extreme race boat structures such as MBPV are only made pos-

the «engine».

sible by the high specific strength and stiffness featured by advanced
composite materials. Engineering MBPV was a great experience for
all the team at SP and we wish the Banque Populaire Team a successful record hunt for the years to come.
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Markets: Transportation

Firm ground
in the skies
Gurit is a key supplier of composite materials for the aerospace industry. A large
portion of the materials we manufacture for this market go into the various families
of Airbus planes. EFW Dresden uses Gurit prepregs to manufacture flooring and
lining panels, also for Airbus’ flagship, the A 380, with its two passenger decks.

EFW produziert aus Gurit Prepregs Fussbodenund Seitenverkleidungen für die Airbus-Flugzeuge.
EFW为空客飞机制造的地板和侧板都是使用

固瑞特公司的预浸料。
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The right strength for each
specific use

A truck full of material per week

Elbe Flugzeugwerke Dresden (EFW) started to manufacture fibre-

fibre reinforced phenolic resins for EFW. «Another specialty are

reinforced, light-weight sandwich components for Airbus planes

strong, multi-layer reinforcement laminates which are bonded into

Gurit produces various types of prepregs based on carbon and glass

over 15 years ago. And they have been using specialty products

bore-holes of the finished low-weight panels. It is into or onto these

manufactured at Gurit for all that time. «Light-weight materials are

reinforcements that the seat rows, walls and other installations are

key in aeronautics», says Andreas Assmann, Senior Vice President

mounted,» explains Udo Burggraf, Gurit´s Head of Aerospace and

Components at EFW. «Most of our materials are manufactured as

Rail Business. On average, Gurit sends off cooling trucks full of pre-

sandwich materials combining a light-weight honeycomb core struc-

pregs every week to Dresden, making EFW the single most impor-

ture with layers of prepreg materials. Gurit is one of our key suppli-

tant destination of Gurit prepregs in the aerospace field. Prepreg

ers of prepregs». Flooring is by far the most important product cat-

materials need to be stored and transported at exactly defined tem-

egory produced at EFW. Other applications include bullet- proof

perature and humidity to prevent uncontrolled curing of the material.

cockpit doors or side walls used for the galleys or the lavatories.

Upon arrival in Dresden, the Gurit prepregs are again put into a
cooling container until they are used. The production process of aerospace panels typically starts with Nomex® or Kevlar® honeycomb
sheets. The final shape of the panel becomes apparent when the
edges of the honeycomb material are filled to later provide a perfect
edge when cut to size. Gurit prepreg sheets are bonded to either
side of the sandwich core and then the sheets are pressurized and
cured for about two hours. The big sheets are subsequently CNCprocessed into the various panel forms with holes being cut out for
the reinforcement elements. The finished panels are then assorted
and stowed in re-useable containers prior to shipment to the many
different assembly locations.

Complying with the most demanding
regulations
50,000 different components

What are the special requirements for aerospace materials apart
from weights below 3kg per m2? «While an aircraft seems to be a

In order to reduce weight in an airplane as much as possible, the

stiff construction at first sight, take off, flight turbulences and landing

flooring largely differs in today’s planes depending where exactly it is

put it under tremendous varying stress. Even the interior needs to

used. Floors in cargo bays have to bear more weight than the aver-

respond to and cope with these forces,» explains Mr. Assmann. «In

age floor beneath the rows of seats of the passenger deck. The

addition, our materials have to fully comply with the fire retardant

aisles need to cope with less weight than in the galleys where all the

requirements of Airbus and other international fire protection regula-

food and duty-free material is stowed away. «All in all, EFW produces

tions regarding flammability, smoke density, toxicity (FST) as well as

over 50,000 different components for Airbus’ whole range of air-

heat release», adds Udo Burggraf. «The Gurit engineers and chem-

crafts», explains Andreas Assmann. And it won’t stop there! With

ists are constantly working on new and more performing materials,

each new plane design, the number increases massively. Already

also based on new chemical building blocks like e.g. benzoxazines.»

A380 added many new specific pieces with its growing composite

15 years of cooperation are quite a long time to look back on to.

content. And yet, the new A350 is expected to include again many

SHAPE asked Mr. Assmann about his experiences with Gurit: «Gurit

more new composite components.
The biggest challenge for EFW is to manage the assortment of

as we know it today did not exist when we first started to buy prepregs in Switzerland. The Zullwil plant is with the Gurit Group for

these countless components. When you realize that hardly any plane

about ten years now and we certainly realized that advanced com-

is similar to another as each craft is largely custom-built, one can

posite materials is the core competency of Group. In aerospace,

fathom the complexity of this supply chain. And EFW does not only

projects and production processes are very long-term. Therefore, we

supply to the main Airbus sites in Toulouse, Hamburg or St. Nazaire.

also need reliable, long-term and fully dedicated suppliers.»

«In Europe, we have some 50 different units assembling various prekitted component systems. Many of these need certain flooring or
lining panelling material at an early stage, way before when the actual aircraft begins to take shape at the main Airbus sites.»
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Die Motoryacht Cyrus One setzt auf Gurit

Markets: Marine

Engineering und Materialien.
Cyrus1号游艇依赖固瑞特公司的工艺和材料。

Cyrus Yachts is a recently established builder of custom and

ditionally styled semi-displacement motoryacht. Foam panels were

semi-custom yachts in length varying between 30 and 42 meters.

laid over a laser cut wooden frame and manually shaped by skilled

The company is under management of the Dutch Vitters Shipyard,

craftsmen at the yard in Antalya, Turkey, to meet the distinctive su-

yet the Boats are built at Cyrus Yachts in Antalya, Turkey. Vitters

perstructure design. SP Corecell™ was selected for this process due

shares the pride in the Cyrus projects created and supports these

to its fine cell size and tough properties which make it easy to sand

yachts with its knowledge and work force. SP, the marine business

and shape into complex curves. This build method minimised the

of Gurit, was already instrumental in the engineering, design and

build time and cost as there was no need to build a full male or fe-

build of Angel of Joy and Fansea, two exclusive yachts serving as

male mould.

development platforms for Cyrus One.

Other benefits that made Corecell™ the product of choice included very low levels of out-gassing which in turn prevents hull

Exhibited at the Cannes and Monaco Yacht Shows in 2008, Cyrus

blistering, as well as high toughness to create a very durable

One, the first «Cyrus 34» by Cyrus Yachts combines traditional skills

structure.

with refined styling. Composite materials were specified for this tra-
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Cyrus One –

a luxurious semi-custom
power yacht

Weight reduction enhances fuel
efficiency

slow hardener to give long working times in the relatively high ambient temperatures. SP340 and SP740 were also utilised for bonding

The use of this build technique allowed the hull to be created faith-

and core bonding. Buyers can largely influence the interior of this

fully to renowned naval designer René van der Velden’s vision whilst

luxurious semi-custom power yacht.

also reducing the overall weight. With a fuel tank of 19,000 litres and
powered by two Caterpillar C32, V12 engines providing 1825 hp at

A renowned family tree

2300 rpm, Cyrus One features an autonomy range of 2.375 nm at an

Following from the success of ‘Angel of Joy’ and ‘Fansea’ – two

economical speed of 12.5 knots which translates to a low fuel con-

luxurious yachts also featuring SP Engineering and products – it was

sumption of only 100 litres per hour in total.

Cyrus’ aim to create another truly practical vessel, capable of with-

As well as a weight advantage over steel and aluminium, this
build method also provides a structure with far greater sound and

standing all conditions, whilst offering an executive level of comfort
and superior performance.

heat insulation and less risk of corrosion. The shaped hull and superstructure were laminated using SP Ampreg 22 laminating resin and
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Das Strukturschaumstoffwerk von Gurit (Tianjin) ist

TechTalk

nun voll ausgerüstet.

固瑞特（天津）发泡切割设备已经正式运行了。

Gurit (Tianjin)

Kitting facility
in full operation

expanding automotive business

Gurit (Tianjin) supplies full
range of kitted structural foam
products

Gurit began construction of a new pilot facility for the manufacture of

Gurit (Tianjin) in the People’s Republic of China is now in full produc-

paint and inspect four kinds of body panels for the equally advanced

tion of Corecell structural foam spar and shell kits for wind turbine

Aston Martin DBS. Early in 2007, the facility was made operational

blades. These products are manufactured for some of Gurit’s key

and work began to train and qualify each stage of the manufacturing

Carbon Fibre Class A car body panels in 2006. This facility employs
cutting-edge manufacturing equipment to prepare, mould, machine,

customers in Asia. A newly installed 5-axis machining centre along

process. The first parts then rolled off the production line in the sec-

with other smaller machines can make the complete range of parts

ond half of the year. A steep increase in requested volumes in the

required. This includes complicated curved three-dimensional

start-up phase put significant pressure on the quickly growing auto-

shapes and grooved parts. The machine’s accuracy can ensure di-

motive team. With a high level of enthusiasm, love for the product

mensions within +/- 1mm.

and commitment to the customer, Gurit workers, led by Peter Dyer

Easy-to-use complete kits
Cut and machined to specifications, all the various pieces of a full kit

and his cell leaders, mastered this challenge.
In 2008, Martin Starkey was appointed Managing Director of
Gurit Automotive and led the team to successfully deal with rising

of structural foam parts for a wind blade shell or spar are packaged

production volumes. The overall success of our pilot facility was rec-

in the correct order of use and exact position. This facilitates greatly

ognized by the market with a second program nomination confirmed

the in-mould processes at the customers as workers will find it easy

in 2008 and a constant stream of enquiries from the majority of the

to assemble the parts to the exact specifications: Taking one piece

world’s prestige car manufacturers. To meet the demands of current

after the other provides a simple laying-out of parts in the custom-

and potential customers and to ensure that the technology contin-

er’s blade moulds.

ues to develop in line with market requirements, the automotive
group was brought together in a new automotive centre, directly
adjacent to the production facility. The team now includes all relevant
functions: new development and account engineering; commercial
activities; plant quality and production management and manufacturing engineers. The new offices will also be the home of the CATIA
design suite and will ensure our capabilities in composite panels and
tooling design remain unmatched within the industry.
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Wir haben eine neue Generation von Prepregs für
Transportation-Anwendungen entwickelt.

我们发明了新一代的预浸料，应用于运输领域。

Re-Inventing

Aircraft Interior
Prepreg
The develop-

new solutions

ment of new aircraft

for the next generation of

follows long innovation cycles

airplanes early on. The suc-

and generally implies a quantum

cessful development of Gurit’s

leap in technology. As a long-term

new PB1000 benzoxazine thermo-

key supplier of prepreg materials

set prepregs introduces an alterna-

for aircraft interiors and second-

tive to traditional phenolic resin

ary structures, Gurit wants to

prepregs.

present customers with

Gurit is proud to present its next generation of aircraft interior pre-

Gurit’s novel PB1000 fully complies with all demanding interna-

pregs based on PB1000. PB1000 is a modified benzoxazine resin

tional JAR/FAR fire protection regulations regarding flammability,

without any free formaldehyde and free phenol, and satisfies the

smoke, toxicity (FST) and heat release. Due to its excellent mechan-

most recent and stringent environmental standards like AIRBUS

ical performance, PB1000 is perfectly suited to fulfil present and

AP2091. The novel material class features a rapid curing time with

forthcoming stress criteria for interior design.

again no volatile compounds being set free in that process. So, these

Meeting increasing demands on cost efficiency in aircraft interior

prepregs offer great advantages for our customers’ manufacturing

manufacturing, PB1000 is also designed for the commonly used fast

processes. PB1000 generates a perfect void free and porosity free

«hot-in / hot-out» curing processes.

surface which greatly reduces the need for additional refining proce-

This unique material performance combined with a competitive

dures common with traditional phenolic resin prepregs. This will re-

cost price level makes PB1000 an advantageous choice for aircraft

sult in considerable time and cost savings in parts production.

– and potentially rail carriage – interior applications and is clearly capable of replacing phenolic systems.
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TechTalk

Many small steps

lead a long way
To operate as environment-friendly as possible requires ongoing efforts beyond an
ISO14001 registration. At Gurit (UK), reducing waste that goes into landfill is a top
priority, not least because landfill capacities are scarce on the Isle of Wight. With
clever initiatives, Gurit (UK) not only saves money but also turns former waste into
valuable resources.
Since 2002, Gurit (UK) has been continually improving its perform-

UK Waste Management 2008

ance in terms of environmental impact. Prior to achieving its
ISO14001 registration, an initial review of site activities was undertaken to establish a sound basis for evaluating aspects and impacts

Tonnes

and to provide a structure for future development of an Environmental Management System. An Environmental Steering Group
then set about examining areas of environmental concern including

Recycled 1294.21
55%

Landfill 870.69
37%

emissions to air and water, all waste outputs, resource and energy
efficiency, noise and odour emissions, contamination of land, and
impacts on local neighbours.

Minimisation of landfill waste

Hazardous 180.10
8%

One of the key environmental issues identified was the volume of
waste disposed of to landfill. There is no incineration plant on the
Isle of Wight and landfill capacities are very limited. Gurit (UK) made
significant progress over the years to reduce landfill waste with an
array of various initiatives: Silicon coated release paper is used as an
intermediary product in the production of prepregs. This process
paper used to generate a large waste stream of several hundred
tonnes per year. Gurit now works with a company which collects
the used paper for recycling. It is then used in the manufacture of

18
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2008 Objectives & Targets: To reduce volume of waste we
send to landfill to < 1000 tonnes by implementing waste
minimisation and recycling initiatives.

Gurit (UK) senkt mit vielen Massnahmen laufend
das anfallende Abfallvolumen.

固瑞特（英国）公司继续积极主动的为减少
浪费而努力。

working with customers
Improvement initiatives also extend to products that Gurit supplies
to its customers. Many of the epoxy products are supplied in steel
drums of varying sizes, which – when emptied – still contain residues which can then present disposal problems for customers, particularly the smaller firms that have difficulty dealing with expensive
waste streams.
An environmental improvement project resulted in the introduction of a lightweight plastic liner, which fits inside the steel drums.
This liner can then be removed leaving the steel drum clean and
easy to reuse or recycle. This also helps reduce disposal costs as
the liner, weighing less than a kilo, is all that needs to be disposed
of, not the 21kg steel drum. In 2008 we began working with a major
local customer to re-use 200 litre steel drums. The containers are
self adhesive labels and cement bags. In 2008 we recycled 345

returned in good condition from the customer and are re-filled with

tonnes of paper which would have cost around GBP 25,000 in dis-

fresh product. Previously they were sent to a scrap merchant after

posal charges had it gone to landfill. In contrast, the recycled paper

the drum liners were removed.

now even generates small income.
Liquid raw materials including epoxy resins are delivered to Gurit
in a variety of containers. Successful efforts have been made over
the last few years to have the bulk of these materials being delivered by tanker. This has reduced the number of containers such as

Gurit UK has even won a packaging award for a clever inno-

200-litre drums and Intermediate Bulk Containers that previously

vation: Most of the cardboard boxes used at Gurit can be

were disposed of as Hazardous Waste.
Wooden pallets utilized to deliver raw materials to us previously
went to landfill. Where possible, these pallets are now reused for

constructed without the need for metal staples. This again
makes recycling a lot easier for our customers as the boxes
only consist of one material.

general storage in our own warehouse or for sending out finished
products to our customers. The remaining pallets are now taken
away for recycling, at no cost to Gurit. During 2008 over 16,000 pallets weighing approximately 543 tonnes were collected.
Low Density Polyethylene plastic packaging is used extensively
by suppliers and commonly ends up as waste, too. It is now compacted, baled and taken away to be recycled. Due to the success of
this initial waste programme Gurit also purchased a cardboard baler.
2008 figures indicate that 71 tonnes of baled cardboard and 12
tonnes of plastic were recycled last year.
Throughout the organisation, further initiatives are now seen as
part of everyday life at Gurit (UK): Aluminium cans are sent for recycling and at the same time this initiative helps to raise money for a
local charity; office paper is shredded and reused as product packaging or collected for recycling and office printer cartridges are collected and given to a charity for recycling.
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Being Gurit

Die Ausbildung junger Leute ist ein Engagement
für die Zukunft.

在将来，培训青年员工是一项重要投资。

Helping the next
generation of
professionals to grow
In complex trades, like the manufacture of advanced compos-

that have achieved «A» to «C» grade General Certificate Secondary

ites, vocational training is important. While apprenticeships

Education and are 18 years of age», Trevor explains. The minimum

always enjoyed great popularity and are commonly seen as a

age is required so that the GB Government Health & Safety Execu-

key pillar of professional education in countries like Switzerland

tive will allow people to work involving chemicals. In exceptional

or Germany, apprenticeships were pushed to one side in the UK

cases Gurit can employ people of 17 years which we would call

in the 1970’s and were replaced by short-term training schemes

Foundation Apprentices and would be enrolled full time at the Isle of

resulting in a skill shortage in the 90iest. Gurit (UK) believes in

Wight College, attending Gurit (UK) during semester breaks. «Once
selected, the Apprentice will be sponsored throughout the appren-

its commitment for apprentices.

ticeship by one of the Operations Manufacturing departments.»
«I believe vocational skill training was at its lowest in the 1980’s»,

Throughout the three-year apprenticeship, Gurit (UK) works closely

says Trevor Collins who looks after the apprenticeship programme

with the Isle of Wight College as the external training provider. The

of Gurit (UK). «The British manufacturing industry took a downturn

apprentices attend college one day each week. Gurit soon realised

then and when things started to improve again in the 1990’s, indus-

that constant changes in the way the company operates, internally

try started to experience a serious skill shortage.» This was also true

and externally, require recurring programme up-date in its content and

for advanced composites materials manufacturing, engineering and

delivery. The apprenticeship programme is aligned to the current op-

processing. There is no use crying over spoilt milk, as the saying

erational structure: Prepreg, Formulated Products and Automotive

goes, so Gurit (UK) decided to develop its own Apprenticeship pro-

Process Streams, including training in the manufacturing support

gramme, investing in young people, building skilled technical opera-

functions such as Product Engineering & Planning, Purchasing, Main-

tional teams whose skills would be transferable within the compos-

tenance, Quality Assurance. In addition Apprentices training is en-

ite industry. The Apprentices are selected for employment with Gurit

hanced by spending time within the administration of the three

(UK) in a two-stage interview process involving Human Resources

target market areas Wind Energy, Transportation and Marine.

and Operations Management. «Educationally we seek young people

The apprentices that have completed their training are progressing well within Gurit:
Chris Cade

Ross Andrew

Mark Abrook

completed his apprenticeship in 2007.

is now employed as a Project

is now employed as a Maintenance

He enjoyed training time spent with

Engineer and is completing his Higher

Technician. Mark achieved a C&G

Prototyping moving on to Automotive

National Certificate Engineering.

Level 3 Progression Engineering.

where his potential was soon realised

Through his training in operating

Marks training was built around Planet

and was promoted to the role of

manufacturing machinery and process

Planned Maintenance System used by

acting Team Leader. Chris achieved

engineering Ross is able to use

Gurit UK

C&G Level 3 Progression Engineering

knowledge gained to manage and develop aspects in
his role as a Project Engineer
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The Gurit syllabus
Year 1

Year 3

• Working in the sponsoring department

• Apprentices will be given the opportunity to work within

• Learning to operate machines and systems
• Begin to learn the principles of Lean Sigma                  
• Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)

the 3 Business Units and Product Engineering
• Continue their education  through to Higher National Certificate
in Mechanical Engineering

• The 5s Principle
• Learn the principles of H&S at work and how these
are operated in line with OHSAS 18001 at Gurit (UK)
Year 2
• Apprentice will begin to learn the art of interdepartmental cross functional manufacturing operation 		
training, from basic to advanced level
• Develop knowledge of Lean Manufacturing
to advanced level
• Develop further knowledge of Six Sigma,
working toward Yellow Belt standard
• Expand Knowledge of Process Quality Control.
Be familiar with all aspects of Health & Safety
• Build a project from start to finish. Where possible
attend tests and trials
• Continue cross functional training to an advanced
level working largely on their own initiative
with minimal supervision
• Work on Six Sigma project teams to achieve
Yellow Belt standard
• Achieved a job related NVQ Level 3,.
or a BTEC ONC and be aiming to expand
knowledge and skills.

Leah Groves
2005 UK Apprentice
of the year in Plastics Industry is
now employed as a Product Engineer
and is currently studying for a BSc
in Engineering Management
(work based degree)
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Corporate News: Safety first

45 Kollegen von Gurit (Canada) sind in Notfallhilfe
speziell ausgebildet.

固瑞特（加拿大）公司拥有了一支经过特殊
训练的45人组成的紧急救护队。

our priority—your safety
An emergency leaves no margin for error. That’s why each

each team member. Whether fighting fire or responding to situa-

member of the Gurit Emergency Response Crew-Team-Unit

tions involving dangerous materials, team members are presented

receives 32 hours of training every year to maintain readiness.

with various practice scenarios in order to evaluate their competen-

Proud of being part of the team, the 45 members now sport

cies in real situations. Real emergency situations obviously leave no

the Emergency Response Crew-Team-Unit insignia on their

margin for error, so that each team member must acquire the ap-

work apparel.

propriate knowledge and master emergency response techniques.

It’s clear that the dangerous materials used by Gurit may represent

A Reference in Safety

a high risk of serious intoxication, explosion and fire. This is why a

Over time, team members have become references in safety mat-

specialized team, trained to deal with such matters, intervenes in

ters. To express this, the team developed and now wears its own

emergency situations to ensure the safety of employees, company

insignia since August 2008. The insignia gives the team higher visi-

assets, and the environment especially at the Corecell plant and

bility and enhances team spirit and pride. In Quebec, many indus-

more recently also at the Prepreg plant.

trial companies also have emergency response teams, which in fact

Up to 40 Responses yearly

cialization in dealing with dangerous materials used in our plants

In all, the Gurit (Canada) Emergency Response Unit has 45 mem-

and knowledge of our facilities can be of vital importance to firemen

bers – 33 at the Corecell plant divided into five teams/shifts, and 12

in the event of an emergency.

at the Prepreg plant divided into two teams/shifts. On average, the

The team’s progression is well and beyond considerable: last

Corecell teams must respond to some 40 incidents each year, which

year saw the implementation of a comprehensive emergency plan,

mostly are spillages of dangerous materials, fire starts or uncon-

the creation of a mission, more advanced training and greater in-

trolled chemical reactions. For this reason, training is the team’s top

volvement.

priority. In emergency response, it is imperative that we are proactive and ready to respond instantly.

On-going Training with Scenarios
To accomplish this, the Emergency Response Teams undergo several training rounds in order to hone the skills and knowledge of
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constitute a valuable asset to local firefighting brigades. Their spe-

shape

However, there is still a long way to go to maintain optimal response capabilities. That’s why the Emergency Response Team’s
orientations are always chosen in line with our slogan: «Our Priority,
Your Safety».

Being Gurit

Supporting

a next generation
Gurit likes to work together with and

students were given access to structural

technical specifications. All were a success:

support engineering students so that

and manufacturing process engineers of SP,

EPRION achieved the targeted operations

they can familiarize themselves with the

based in the U.S. Our specialists helped re-

autonomy of 4 hours at a full speed of 12

beauty of advanced composites in

view designs in terms of structural integrity

km/h. The solar panels provide 610 W; how-

practical work rather than just read

and dimensioning, and provided training and

ever the boat can also be charged by an 110v

about them in text books. When eight

assistance in composites processing for the

power outlet. The team of students is now

students of the University of Sherbrooke,

boat manufacturing. Jasmin Théroux, one of

looking forward to presenting their prototype

Canada, approached Gurit (Canada) with

the students’ team commented: «We very

of a pollution and noise free, electro-solar

an exciting electro-solar boat project, we

much appreciated the extensive training dur-

boat at various exhibitions in Canada in 2009.

rapidly shared their enthusiasm.

ing one complete week with Gurit’s compos-

Gurit and SP would like to congratulate them

ites specialists in their laboratories. Finally,

on their success!

Eight University of Sherbrooke students in

Gurit has even provided all composite mate-

mechanical engineering joined together to

rials for the manufacture of our boat, while

design and build an electro-solar boat as their

ensuring a follow-up during manufacturing.»

end-of-bachelor’s degree project. The new

EPRION as the boat was baptized used a

boat should neither emit pollution nor noise

broad collection of Gurit’s SP branded ma-

Further information about the project
can be found at www.eprion.org

in operation. The use of an electric power

rine products including Corecell structural

Gurit (Canada) unterstützte kanadische Studenten

unit – charged by on-board solar panels to

foam, Ampreg laminating systems and

beim Bau eines Solar-Bootes.

increase its autonomy – was key to the suc-

Spabond adhesive systems.

cess of this project, as was the design, opti-

On a frosty December 1, 2008, after two

在固瑞特（加拿大）公司的帮助下，加拿大
学生开发出了太阳能动力艇。

mized for energy efficiency.

years of design, development and construc-

Working in close partnership with Gurit,

tion, EPRION was launched at Magog Lake

the team developed a high performance dis-

in Canada. A number of tests were carried

placement hull of five metres length. The

out to ascertain the five-passenger-craft’s
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GURIT AGENDA 2009
Gurit will showcase its wide range of material packages, solutions
and technologies at a trade show near you.
The Gurit teams look forward to meeting you and introducing you
to the latest in advanced composites at the following shows:
» JEC, Paris; 24th March 2009 - 26th March 2009
» Aircraft Interiors Expo, Hamburg;
31st March 09 - 02nd April 09
» The Automotive Designers Show, Milan;
07th April 2009 - 09th April 2009
» Wind Power Asia, Beijing, 08th July 2009 - 10th July 2009
» China Composites Expo 2009, Shanghai,
02nd September 2009 - 04th September 2009
» Monaco Yacht Show 2009, Port Hercules, Monaco,
23rd September 2009 - 26th September 2009
» JEC Asia, Singapore, 2009
14th October 2009 - 16th October 2009
» METS 2009, Amsterdam,
17th November 2009 - 19th November 2009

Schaffhauserstrasse 339
CH - 8050 Zürich / Oerlikon
Switzerland
www.gurit.com

